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JLMBC Monthly Meeting 
September 10, 2019 

Minutes 
 

Joint Labor/Management Benefits Committee – *William Elarton-Selig, Chair, JLMBC 

MEMBERS 

*James Bradley, SEIU Local 99 

*Velma J. Butler, President 

AFT College Staff Guild, Local 

1521A 

*Otto W. K. Lee, LAHC/President, 

Administrative Representative 

Paul De La Cerda, President, 

LACCD Administrators’ 

Association/Teamsters Local 911 

*Ernesto Medrano, LA/OC 

Building & Construction Trades 

Council 

*Joanne Waddell, President, L.A. 

College Faculty Guild, Local 1521 

Bruce Hicks, SEIU Local 721 

ALTERNATES 

*Mercedes Gaitan, AFT 

College Staff Guild, Local 1521A 

*Dr. Celena Burkhardt, 

Teamsters   Local 911 

RESOURCES TO THE JLMBC 

*Dr. Albert Román 

Phyllis Eckler, Adjunct 

*Leon Marzillier, Retiree 

*Laurie Green, Retiree 

Amy Roberts, Adjunct 

Katrelia Walker, ESC, Human 

Resources 

*Leo Costantino, Risk Manager 

*Mercedes Gutierrez, Director 

of HR 

*Valencia Moffet, Director of 

Business Services 

 

VISITORS/SUBSTITUTES—Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. (*Marcos Morales, Mirna 
Medina, Megan Stavros, *Candace Bo, *Rachel Parker), Isabel Alejandro (IT), SEIU 

(*Shawn Tramel, *Mary Vanginkle), *Kenneth Taira, *Andy Grant 
 

*Indicates “Present” 

 
The Benefits Committee meeting convened at 9:35 a.m. 

Location: Educational Services Center—6th Floor Conference Room,  
770 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90017 

 
The meeting was called to order by Velma Butler. 

A quorum was present.  
 

Approval of Agenda 
 

Agenda is approved. 
 

Convened to Regular JLMBC Meeting 
 

Approval of Minutes 

Approval is delayed until Bill is present.  
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Discussion/Follow-Up Reports 

A. Fall Newsletter Feedback 

Candace shares that Gallagher has heard positive feedback so far on the Fall 

newsletter and are looking to the spring newsletter now. Velma asks the 
date the newsletter will be completed and go out. Rachel clarifies the Fall 

newsletter has already gone out and this discussion point is to see if anyone 
has or has heard any feedback on the Fall 2019 newsletters. Leo says Health 

Benefits Unit hasn’t heard anything. Leon has heard good things with the 

quality and amount of information provided. 

B. Spring Newsletter Ideas 

Velma asks for clarification on what Gallagher is looking for with this topic. 

Rachel shares they are looking to open up the floor to begin the discussion 
and get ideas for the Spring 2020 newsletter. Leon says points out Pet 

Assure being referred to as Pet Insurance in last year’s newsletter when it is 
not true pet insurance. Rachel assures that will be changed this time. 

Candace further explains today is to really discuss suggests for the spring 
newsletter. Leo asks when the newsletter goes out. Rachel believes February 

but needs to clarify. Candace suggests Gallagher will put together a timeline 
for the process. Dr. Roman agrees and includes that the beginning of the 

semester is February and the letter usually coincides with the new semester. 

Velma asks to include information that is relevant in the benefits world in the 
spring. Marcos suggests Gallagher will come prepared with a couple ideas for 

the next meeting, including those given to them by the committee. Dr. 
Roman suggests not reinventing the wheel and asks what has worked 

previously. Rachel shares some highlights from last year. Velma says she 
would like to see some EAP information. Velma would also like to see 

utilization stats from the EAP program and how to get more people to use it. 
Velma feels with how much they pay, they should be getting 25-30% 

utilization. Leo adds the mental health aspect should also be addressed. 
Marcos does add that the two largest trend challenges today are mental 

health and substance abuse. Dr. Roman agrees it is an under utilized 
benefit. Velma shares a story of suggesting someone look into EAP and they 

hadn’t thought of it. Leo suggests plugging the EAP website. Celena asks to 
also include a smoothie recipe or health swaps article. Candace agrees and 

shares that fall is so heavy focused on open enrollment that it will be nice to 

expand more on unused benefits and wellness for the spring. Velma 
suggests an education piece on prescription drugs. Velma further explains 

she would like to see supplement focused information. Leo suggests asking 
PERS. Leo also adds Kaiser provided great statistical information and would 

like to see that from Anthem Blue Cross through PERS as well. Bill enters 
and contributes that in the vein of pharmacy, they need do try to sort out 
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the Part D information for retirees. Bill further explains that retirees on the 
medical plan do not have to sign up for Part D on their own. Bill says retirees 

are confused because when they look at their Optum Rx card, it says Part D 
medicare. Bill continues to explain that Optum purchases Medicare Part D for 

the retiree since LACCD pays for Optum through CalPERS. Bill says this eeds 
to be communicated that they do not have to buy Part D but that their card 

will say Part D. Laurie asks if she can purchase Kaiser Part D. Bill says Kaiser 
is covered automatically. Bill explains if you only hard medicare, you would 

want to buy it but the district covers the medical and prescription coverage. 
Leo says looking at the last Spring newsletter, it tells the retiree if they are 

over the age of 65, they must enroll in medicare coverage. Leon continues 
that next to it has the information on Medicare Part D. Leon then shares it 

confused retirees and they then enrolled in Partd D. Candace assures, they 
will clarify and make it clearer. Bill says the combination coverages has 

confused others and does need to also be clarified. Leon says it is unclear. 

Rachel assures they will fix it. Velma asks about highlighting dental benefits 
and implants. Bill does say the dental is a bit outdated. Marcos says the 

current contract does not cover much of the newer technologies so if they 
wanted to add those improvements, it will come at a cost. Velma asks about 

the $3000 and the last time it was increased. Velma wants to know what 
that will really cover. Marcos says if you are a high utilizer, it will not get you 

a lot. Marcos continues a full dental review was done last February with 
recommendations on where to improve the coverage. Dr. Roman wants to 

know where that conversation landed. Bill says it was tabled as there was 
not time for open enrollment. Dr. Roman says the timing would be perfect to 

revisit for negotiations. Dr. Roman would like to review the options and 

presentation again.      

C. Letter to Retirees / D. Letters to All Members from Caucus 

Leon begins that the letter was very confusing and he has received many 

questions from retirees. Leon continues what the district should do is say 
they will cover any premium. Leon then says there are instruction on a 

website to visit but many retirees do not like to go to websites and when you 
do, there are no tables for retirees. Leo does offer the letter concludes with 

call the Health Benefits Unit if you have any questions. Velma offers that 
Leon or someone should have seen the letter before it went out to the 

membership. Bill says he will take the blame for the letter. Bill continues 
that the original draft had more information but it was too much for one 

letter. Bill says the tables could have been included with all of the 
information but they are very difficult to read. Bill continues that you have to 

know that when they talk about a retiree under 65, they are no different 

than an active. Bill then shares if they have a dependent and everyone is 
under 65, it is just like an active plan, which is why there is no additional 

column. Bill continues when you get to retirees where someone is over 65, 
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then you have the combinations plans. When everyone is 65, then that’s the 
retiree plan. Bill says the key to all these plans is what is in that letter, that 

if you go over this amount, you will be charged the difference. Leon says 
they don’t know how much the plans are. Bill then says they told the retirees 

they will be charged if they are in either of the plans stated in the letter. 
Velma says maybe we just agree there is confusion with this letter and make 

sure to get approval next time or does it need to be redone. Dr. Roman says 
another letter is being written but if they tried to include all of the 

information Bill just laid out in a letter, it would be extremely confusing. Dr. 
Roman continues they are trying to make it as simple as possible by saying 

if you are in one of these two plans, you will incur a cost. Bill includes they 
had to get the letter out before open enrollment started to make sure they 

knew not to enroll in those plans. Leon says they still do not know. Leon 
tries to clarify that 10 years ago the intention was to pay for retirees health 

for life, so they should pass a resolution that says that. Velma agrees. Bill 

explains that everyone has had the wrong impression. Bill continues that 
while they have perceived the out of state PPO to be the highest plan, they 

knew it was not because they had carved out the Anthem 90/10 plan as an 
exception. Bill said it was assumed the HMO’s would always be less. Velma 

says the people that retired thinking they will always be covered, should not 
have to pay after they already retired. Velma continues if negotiations are 

made after the fact, that is a different story, but those already retired should 
not be receiving a bill. Bill says they resolutions says they will pay up to the 

Out of State Anthem plan and there is no language that states the district 
will fully cover the benefits. Dr. Roman says even if they change the 

language, a cap that matches up to a particular plan, will always run the risk 
of another plan becoming more expensive. Leon says just state the most 

expensive. Dr. Roman says that would cost the district millions of dollars. Bill 
says that one plan is $500 more per month. Leon says to get rid of that plan 

then. Bill says they can not, as it is CalPERS who controls the plans. Bill 

further explains that is why they can only internally communicate which 
plans not to choose. Leon asks which two plans they are. Bill says it’s the 

Anthem HMO Traditional and the Blue Shield Access + HMO. Dr. Roman asks 
Marcos’ opinion if HMO’s may not be the way of the future. Marcos says that 

is correct and the raising cost is the trend. Leon asks about putting out a 
letter to not go in those plans. Bill says the letter that is about to go out is 

stating that if you are in those two plans, you will be charged. Leo says PERS 
now has three regions that make the calculations difficult. Bill shares there is 

a charge for almost every member in the district and the district has agreed 
to cover those smaller charges but they cannot eat almost $2 million. Leon 

did not realize it was that much. Bill says if every member stayed in the 
plans they are, the increase would be $1.87 million. Bill continues the 

number of people on the plans is not huge but that is how much of an 
impact the increase is. Bill says is just really hard to explain and he did try 
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to include it in the letter originally but it was too confusing. Bill shares that 
they are always in a bind of how to communicate the data before open 

enrollment starts because the rates are not completely released until about 
two weeks before the start of open enrollment. Bill says some retirees that 

retired this year, are having money taken out due to the rate cap. Bill says it 
wasn’t as big of a number this year but they are still seeing a medical 

deduction, which is what triggered the letter. Bill says during open 
enrollment, they have the option to switch plans to avoid the costs. Bill says 

no matter how much explanation they provide, there will always be a unique 

situation that needs further explanation.   

E. Spousal Incentive Reimbursement Account 

Bill begins with explain that is seems like a quasi-opt-out sort of thing that 

he knows the board has asked about on multiple occasions, which they have 
said no to. Marcos says he did read the information sent over, is familiar 

with the sort of program and can explain further. Marcos says it is common 
today with roughly 30% of employers offering a spousal penalty, to have 

members start considering other group insurance, provided by most 
employers. Marcos adds that spouses typically cost more than the employee. 

Marcos continues there is also an incentive to have the spouse on another 
group plan. Marcos says the SIHRA they are looking at is separate from the 

currently provided HRA. Marcos explains this is an incentive program to 
incentivize members to consider other group insurance they have access to 

through their spouse or some other source. So the members need to 
consider to stay or move to the other group and utilize the HRA account 

funded by the district to pay for any expenses the member incurs while 

utilizing their insurance benefit. This would include deductible, copays, 
pharmacy costs. Marcos says it could save the district money over time, as 

well as the member if they are high utilizers. Marcos says he could  do some 
modeling of expenses if there is interest. Dr. Roman asks if Marcs knows of 

any community colleges using this now. Marcos answers that the program is 
still so new. Dr.Roman clarifies that Gallagher does not have trend data for 

another institution they represent. Marcos says he does have data but not 
for community colleges. Velma shares that LAUSD did the same thing many 

years ago, which lead to an influx of members on the district plans. Velma is 
concerned that this is trying to put their members’ problems onto another 

plan. Velma says they are supposed to be not only protecting their 
members, but the health benefits in the real world as well, so she does not 

support it. Dr. Roman does share there was a case at City where it started 
being taxed as income. Marcos shares that the incentive he mentioned is a 

taxable component but this plan would not be. Dr. Roman asks who this 

would benefit most. Marcos says high utilizers with high out of pocket 
expenses because it would cover that. Bill asks the next steps. Marcos says 

if it is of interest, Gallagher could do some level of financial analysis for what 
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it could look like. Otto wants to know how many members currently opt out 
or have the option and motivation to do so. Marcos says that would take 

some research but they could only figure it out if they indicate why they opt 
out. Dr. Roman points out that any spouses both on the district plan on their 

own, would automatically be exempt from this program. Celena asks if it 
only covers the employee or the spouse and employee. Marcos answers 

both. Bill thinks it might be worth a presentation or more information but 
he’s not sure how many people actually qualify. Bill says there was a time 

when the records were had errors and duplicates but it has been mostly 

cleaned up. Bill does say a quick presentation would be nice.  

F. CalPERS offers LTC 

Leo says he is cautious to recommend the CalPERS Long Term Care options 

as the rates have gone up significantly. CalPERS said the premiums would 
not raise if you bought the inflation protection, but they have gone up 

regardless. Leo further explains it is available but members should proceed 
with caution. Leo says there is no value like life insurance so if you stop 

paying it, you lose it. Velma says the committee should offer a list of carriers 
that offer this service. Marcos suggest an expert to come in to discuss long 

term care. Leo says an expert that is not a sales person. Marcos says it 
would not be a carrier. Leo would like to learn about life coverages with cash 

value for long term care as well.  

Open Enrollment 

A. Health Fairs 

Leo explains Katrelia is not here because she is at the health fair right now. 

Leo says the carrier turn out has been disappointing. Velma says Katrelia 

has made this know serval time to the committee. Velma asks Gallagher for 
a suggestion of what to do. Marcos says it is a CalPERS issue and their 

responsibility to contact the carriers. Velma asks if the recommendation is a 
letter. Leo suggests communicating to their representative Pamela Goldberg 

once open enrollment has finished. Leo further explains the issue is that 
CalPERS purchases the plans on the district’s behalf and they would have 

more leverage if they bought the plans directly from the carriers. Dr. Roman 
says there is a member of CalPERS on the board and maybe they need to 

reach out through that venue. Leo says it is something they can work on for 

next year.  

B. Portal Testing 

Leo says the portal is working well thanks to Andy and his team. Andy says 

they have only received one call which was an assignment issue. Bill asks if 
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the rate calculators are working. Andy says one is working and they are 

working on the other.  

Wellness Report 

A. Wellness Activities 

Wellness is tabled until Katrelia will join at the next meeting. Leo does share 
MHN did not meet some of their marks so they are refunded some money. 

Velma adds that the LA Marathon is coming in March so now is the time to 
start training. Leo also shares that Katrelia’s efforts resulted in a net 

$28,000 contribution to the student foundation. Leo ads they will be working 

with the student trustee to figure out how to best spend the funds.   

Constituency Reports 

A. Actives 

None. 

B. Retirees 

Leon asks if Leo will come talk to retirees on September 27th after their 

health fair.  

C. Adjuncts 

Kenneth mentions adjuncts after 65 do not have the same coverage. If 
you’re not on medicare, you are paying basic or there is Kaiser senior 

advantage, which is free. Velma says that is a good point that should 

definitely be included in the newsletter. Bill would like to clarify why they are 

treated differently.  

Closed Session 

None 

New Discussion from the Floor 

Velma wants to make sure telemedicine is highlighted. Rachel says she 
believes it was in the fall newsletter. Velma would like to see the information 

again. Rachel agrees to put it back in for the spring.  

Action Items 

None 

Public Comments 

None 
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Approval of Minutes 

Minutes are approved 

 

The meeting adjourned at 10:42 AM. 


